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The purpose of this manual is to acquaint college teachers with

some of the methods and current trends in individualized instruction.

The authors acknowledge that there is no one correct way to individual-

ize instruction. What is possible and desirable to achieve in one

situation can be totally ineffective and undesirable in another.

Recognizing this, the present goal will be to help you to choose what

-' is most desirable for your course, rather than to present any particular

methods as "best:" Presentation will, however, include commentary on

what 'the authors .have perceived to'be strengths and weaknesses`of the

different methods. Otherwise, we would fail to capitalize on the

.*.
insights that actual experiences have provided: But, in the end, the

choice of how and to what extent to pursue individualization imr\ s yours

alone. 'Relearch indicates that methods selected by and imposed by

others will probably not work 'nearly as well. It is'hoped that this

manual will provide a useful resource for making an informed and ulti-.

mately satisfying decision in that regard.

The authors wish to thank,D.r. Yvonne Ralston-CaFroll of Memphis

State University and Dean B.J. Naylor of Freed-Hardeman College who, as

project supervisors, provided encouragement for this Project. Hopefully,

faculty and students from bOth institutitins will benefit from the per-
.

.spectives on adappve learning it provides .'

t
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CHAPTER I

What is Adaptive InstructiOn

and How Much of it doilj Want?

c

There is no need to toss about fancx,.technical terms in discussing

the concept of adaptive instruction. It is what it appears to be--a way

of individualizing learning. Specifically, adaptive meals tailoring or

selecting or pratribing educational experiences in accord with the unique

A

characteistics of the lear6r
f

It means asking and answering sucl/ques-k

dons as: What motivates or interestt the learners? What are their

aptitudes? What learning procedures or methods will they react most

positively to? What mode Or style of learn* do they use the best?

Perhaps you are shaking your head as you read these questions,"

muttering that such is much more easily said than done. If so, no need to

apologize because you are absolutely.right! Many,a dissertation and re-

search project has been devoted to "discoverine'the ideal ways to teach

students who have been classified as possessing 'certain traits or needs.

Most have,found those ideal methods to be elusive, and $f dentified, sb

impractical that any teacher would quickly loak fo other employment` rather

than attempt to use them.

NeiertHeless,to many, instructors (the authors included), the idea. of

adaptive instruction--whether or not it can be full achieved1,-comprises a

most attractive and healthy philosophy of education.. It reminds us of the

uniqueness of ihdividuais, and keeps us searching in the midst of existing

failureon frustration for Methods that can work with each student. Interest .

in adaptive instruction has also lecr,to the development of alternatiVe teach-
.

ing models that are being used everyday, with success, in virtuaTly all



pistructional contests. fn-the-ipages,to follow, we will resent.thete

approaches fo(you to unsider. -First, however; let us set he stage by

describing some common (and not so common) classroom orientations on a

continuum from most to least adaptive. Three general categorieswill be

noted: (1) conventional, (2) the mixed model, and (3) the full adaptive

model. Which one do you Oesently-u/se? Find out by considering the

following descriptions.

Model 1: The Conventional

Nonadaptive instruction is clearly the most commonly used orientation at

colleges and universities. Its pervasiveness says less about the individual
J-p

P instructors and how they feel about students than it does about tradition and

the difficulty,.of fostering change. It is exem4ified by the highly familiar

lecture-type format, in which instructors present lessons to audiences o

students'. The lecture approach has a great many advantages cr i ing it

is not our purpose here. But, deSpite the positive qualities it might ave;

it comprises a nonadaptive model. Why? Here are some considerations ade.in

reference to a prototypic lecture course.

I. The pace of the lecture is the same for all students. Those with
good understanding of the material might become bored; those with
poor understanding might find the presentation too fast.

2. The difficulty, level (e.g., the vocabulary, used, sophistication of
, examples, etc.) also is the same for all students.

.

3. Courte completion-rite is the same for all students. Fast learners,
for example, must throttle back and proceed at a pace below their
optimal learning rate, while for slower students "the harder they
wovk the more behind they get."

4. Unless the class is very small; personal contact with the instructor
is infrequent. Further, in-class and out-of-class projects and assign-
ments are generated for the class as a whole,,not out of concern for
the individual learners.

.



.5. When norm-references testing (grading on a curve) is used, the
standard for grading becomes the dlas performance rather than
some set criterion attainable by all. A student may study hard
and get most of the questions right, but end up at the tow end
of the curve with a low grade just because everyone else
happened to do-a little bit better.

In summary, the most popular method of college teaching, the conventional

leciure class, is essentially nonadaptive. Instrudtion, testing, remedi4tion,

and grading are selected for the class as a whole rather than for individuals.

Model 2: Mixed Model

Many courses which follow traditional lecture formats nevertheless include

adaptive features. The features provide individuals with options that are not

available in Model 1. However, important matters such as presentation and

sequencing of content, test and course completion times; e,c. remain the same

for all students.

Picture a course that uses a lecture model and holds regular class ses-

sionsat stipulated timesduring,the week, Some adaptive features that might

be ,rAfered include:

I. the availability of special learning packages--programs that
students who miss a lecture or need remediation can study on
their own time.' (Such packages may also include media re-
sources-such as films, slides, tapes, etc.).

2. thd availability of audio (or audio-visual) tapes of lectures for
use by students Who miss a class, need extra practice, etc.

3. scheduling of help-sessions at which students cah receive
assistance,with their lessons -.

4. use of contracting in which students can selea what
activities they are willing to perform (e.g.,'whether or
not to do a term paper) and thus hat grade they can 'earn
in-the'course.

5. outside projetts, or papers which allow students to select
topics accordingto their own interests. #

use of different testing options (e.g., exempting an A studerft
from the final, permitting retests). which allow some flexibility
according to individual needs.

A
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7. assignment'of a self-instructional module to be completed out-
slide of class with evaluation to take place, whenever individuals
indicate readiness. Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) seems an
ideal resource for thi4 type of learning experience.

In summary, just because you may beystricted to or prefer aoconvin-

,

tional lecture situation does not mean that all students need to be treated

the identical way. Through incorporation of dome or all the above prCceddres,

sus ntial adaptation--even for large classes in formal settings--is possible. -

All that we are'doing.is building flexibility into our courses to offer sen-

sitivity to individual differences (e.g., in pacing, interests, learning

style, etc.). A potential product is increased student satisfaction and maybe

better learning. Let's turn now to the case in which the instructor puts the

lecture podium in storage, for a while and places the 'student almost completely

in charge of his/her own progress and activities.

Model 3: The Full Adaptive(

Use of the term full adaptive can be fully misleaqing if taken to mean

k -

that every student has every (or most every) personal need attended to

Rather, it is intended to describe models in which instructors arrangethe

conditions necessary for -learning, but leave the major 'decisions about

activities (e.g., when, where, and how fast learning occurs) up to the student.

Since the most commonly used,program of this type, Personalized System of

Instruction, will be discussed in detail in a subsequent chapter, the descrip-

tion here will be brief.

Pictuv:e a course in, say, college'algebra that is being taught to a class

of 40 students. Under the nonadaptive mode (lecture-discussion), students

obtain inforMation in class and take tests, everybody at the same time. Under ,

the full adaptive model,-presentations equival nt to class lectures might in 4*

stead be made available in written manuals, audio-tapes, or computerized

- S
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leSSons.4 Instead of attending class, students are held responsible for

learning the material on.their own, and then taking a compdtency test when

they 're finished. The faster the student works, the faster the course is '.

completed. Grading can be handled in different ways, but a common procedbre

is to,base final course grades on the number of units on which "compgIency"

is attained: But what does the instructor do to"earn his keep? Actually,

a whole lot! Materials need to be arranged and continually updated. Testing

bicomes more frequent,and much more demanding in the way.df scoring and pre-

paration. But, also, teaching abilities can come directly into play in the

form of tutoring, conducting help sessions, and giving occasional lectures.

More will be said about specific procedbres,lat er. Listed below are brief

summaries pf the most popular contemporary systems that meet our criteria of

full adaptive: '

1. Personalized System of Instruction (PSI): Students learn material

on their own, typically from written manuals. Record-keeping and,.a
supervision, are controlled by the instructor and course assistants.
PSI iscurrently very popular at colleges and universities as an
alternative to lecture-discussion.

2. Computer- Managed Instruction (CMI): could take essentially the same
form as_PSI, but record-keeping functions apd some decision-making
are relegated tqt the computer. We can picfUre a situation in which
a student completes a test and submits it to an optical scanner Wor
computer scoring. The score is immediately obtained and kept on
record as part of the student's file. But, the computer is also

'programmed to.analyze the score and generate an appropriate prescrip-
tion. For example, the student may betold, "Your score p 80%,
but you are weak in fractions,. It is recommended that yoir review
Manual #3 before pro4ressing to the,next unit." CMI is usdp avtly
in the military and very little in tither education. It maybe
something to look fbr in'the future.

3 Computer - Assisted Instruction (CA1): Use of the computer is'extended

from management and prescription Only to actual teaching (delivery of
mater04). That is, instead of reading a manual:, the student receives
instruction at the computer terminal. Sop* large scale CAI systems;
namely, PLATO, and TICCIT, are being_used at some colleges and univer-
sities. Presently, the vast majority of instructors have had little
contact with CAI. But, new developments invpiving availability of

40-
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course without dependency on the Instruct& as the main source of informa-

a

6

microcomputers and better learning packages arg bringing, about
rapid changes (somefOy a revolution). CAI may not be Something
you choose for your course, but as far as education n general is
concerned, it is definitely here to stay. Moreabota this later...

in summary, the full adaptive models make it possible to complete a

I tion. Students can learn on their own, when and (sometimes) where they

tike, and speed that is comfbrtable. This contrasts with what we!.Ve

described as a mixed model which involves instructor-centered teaching with

Sorge adaptive omponents(e.g.,.contracting, projects, etc.); and with the

nonadaptive- -the conventional college teaching methods, in lliich all students

are essentially treated the same.

Which model is for you? Is it the one that you're using now? Remember,

the theme of this manual is adaptation--which, when applied here, reminds us

that no single teaching model is best for all instructors under all circum-

Iliances. The authors, for example,"use different mixed model orientations in

several courses, and a full adaptive approach in another. It is hoped that

this section has prompted you to think about the pethods that you're using,

and to consider possible options. In the following chapters, we will,,examine/

more specific adaptive methods and their strengths and weaknesses. At worst,

you will become more informed about the "state.of the art" in this area; at

best, you'll not only be informed, but will discover useful information,that,

can be implementecn your .courses.

We'll start first with a "pioneering" method that is still quite popular?

programmed instruction. The method that is currently themost popular in

higher education will then be considered next--f)ersOnalized System of Instruc-,

Lion. Last to be considered is the sleeping giant, whose potential far' exceeds

that of any other system-:Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI).

A
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CHAPTER II

Programmed Instruction: A Pioneering Method

,Programmed Instruction (PI) was developed by B. F. Skinner in the mid

*19501s. It was a'highly creative and promising idea, which comprised a

direct derivative of Skinner'S scientific work on learning. So that you can'

appreciate. the thinking involved, we'l quickly. run th.rough the influegtial

learning principles and their PI correlates.

I. People learn at different rates. Given this idea, it is only
natural to propose a system where "slower" learners can work
at (what else?) a slower pace, and faster learners at a faster
pace.

2. Reinforcement is a. powerful determinent of learning: We all know
that people are more likely to do those things that are rewarded.

' This principle suggests the importance of creating conditions
where. reinforcement will be frequent. How might this be dohe?
Ask relatively easy questions at first, then build up slowly to
harder,. more advanced concepts. Each correct response is rein-
forcing., With eath reinforcement, new learning occurs, -and the
cycle continues.

3. Learning is promoted by activity. The suggestion here is to get
the student involved as actively, as possible in the learning pro=
cess. Reading a response is less effective than constructing
(i.e., actually giving) one. Therefore, create conditions in
which students will continually be giving overt response. Ben
Franklin best summed it up by saying: "I see and I forget; I
hear and I remember; I do and I understand!"

4'. Immediate feedback is helpful fft learning. What good does it dodents giv a response but must wait a wgek to find out whether
'they're, ght 6r wrong? People prefer to knot the -results of their .

.actions as immediately as possible. Immediate feedback serves two
purposes:(a)7jf yobr response is correct, you are reinforced and
are more'likely to remember the answer, and (b) even if your guess

incorreti, -A& 'Leave knowing the correct response. This seems to
be a major reasencieind the success of TV;qui2 shows and electronic
games' -the feedback is immediate and serves to reinforce additional'
behaviors. SO by'giVing knowledge of results or "feedback" imme-
diately,after a response is given, were intervening at a time when
the responsetis fresh in the student'S mind, there's interest in
the task, and bad habits haveliot yet been formed.

o
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5. Develop new skills gradually through small steps. Skinner's term

for such modification is "shaping." The essential idea is that you
can't take a person from State X (confusion) to State Y (expertise)

all at once. Many of us fail at projects because we attempt too
much at first ("Tomorrow I will save'the world") then, when we fail
at our unrealistic goals we becomefrystrated and give up. Instead,

we should take smaller steps and thus allow for more succesSfo1--
experiences. When teaching students, we should begin with material
that offers aOgh probability of success, reinforce it, repeat it,
and then introduce something a bit more advanced. The shaping-we
do should maximize the thrill,of victory and minimize the agony of
defeat.

Components of PI

The above' ideas culminated in the development of the learning"frame--the

backbone of Pt. Learning frames present small 'units of information at a'time.

'Blank spades/are interpersed in the frames, with the expectancy that students

wi 11 write in the answers '( "active responding") as they proceed. As answers

are given, the student repositions a.cover sheet to expose the correct ans-

wers ("?Mmedtate feedback "). The questions are geared to elicit correct,ans-

wers ("positive reinforcement") by taking into account what the student should

know at that time. Subsequent learning frames will repeat some of the original

information,and use it as the basis for introdycing new concepts. Progression

to new skills is systematic and slow ("shaping"). Students progress through

the frames at whatever rate they consider comfortable ("self-pacing"). An

excerpt from a programmed lesson that the first author wrote (to teach methods of

PI of all things!) can-be seen in Figure 1. Notice how it incorporates the

above-features/.Try to_form an opinion as to how this orientation would work

for your students.

The program shoWn in Figure l'is a linear one because all-students encouncer

the frames in an identical sequence.. A More complicated type of Orogramming

involves branching programs. Tfie procedure, in brief, is to direct students

to different frames depomding upon the-nature of their responses. For example,

1 Ai

after answering a multiple-Choice question followingFrame 1, the student is

14.
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Programmed Instruction

'O erview
4 .

add .Directions: 4

The purpose of'tbis eXerCise is to have ydil learn about programMed.instruc-

liort by actually experiencing, it. The procedurevill-simply involve reading
`.through the program that follows and making responsev(ta yourself or on paper)

wheneweroa blank appears. Since it is strongly requefted that you not write on
this farm, you should take out a piece, of notebook paper so that it will be
'available for recording responses,or taking notes (no lecture on programmed

instruction will be given).
.

-

ote,that the program is divided ihto two section ext on the left and

a' ers on the right. It is suggested that as you-rea et xt,-you cover the

nswers with your notebabk paper. When aiquestion is asked, ee if you can answer

it yourself'. Theo move the -answer 'sheet down to determine whether your answer

matches the one given.

(erne wd.go: this promises to be unbelievable fun and educatiOnal too!!!

1. RemeMber operant conditioning theory?' It was developed-

§y B.F. Skinner. Skinner is well known for his develop-

mentof . theory.
Ab 6

2. Operant conditiOning theory supported a number -of as-

sumptions about' making learning effective. Ohe was

that punishment is less effective than positive rein-
forcement. Therefore, a good instructional sty'ategy

would be one which creates many;opporfbnitiesJor

'Another operant conditioning idea was that learning

should-be active or overt. A good strategy, then, is

one that solicits active or responding from

studehts: 4

4. Aside from increasing opportunities for reinforcement
anemiking learning active, a good-strategy should
.present information in a logical order. Instruction

shOuld be'carefully

5. Given these assumptions, the idea of."programmed
.instruction" was suggested to
and developed by him in 1954. Contrary to.popular
belief, Skinner did nottlevelop the first teaching'
,machine. That was done by Sidney Pressey.

6. Programmed instruction incorporated the idea of
creating many opportunities for
.That is done by making questions easyand repetitive
as we,are doing here.

,yM4

operant conditioning

positive reinforcement'

overt

sequenced

-Skinner

/"."-

positive reinforcement

Figure 1: Sample Program

1
1
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told to advance t Frame 2 if he answered A, but to branch to Fra6 24/

.(remedial) if he a swered_B, and so on for other alternatives. Enough

about didkrent pro rams. Take another loot at the figure, and skim through

program. What is youroninion about the desirability of this approach

for your teaching? See if your-feelings are consistent'with the following

. -

analyses ofstrepgths and weakneiseip

Strengths

Here's a listing of perceived strengths based on the authors' interpre-

tatiOn of the literature and perimial experiences.as PI users.

-I. PI is A good way to accommodate individual differences in
learning rate.

2. It seems excellent for teaching diffkult, technical material

(e.g., as stn phy;pics, math, etc.) due to the slow and systematic

nresen.totion of material.

I

It seems excellent as a ileviCe for remedration. For' example,

a teacher might prescribe programmed ltssons to students having

difficulty with particular units. This contrasts with thecom-

, mon situation in which no remediation is available other than
rereading one's notes or-the textbook.

4
Weaknesses

I. Programmed lessons are difficult-and time-consuming to write.

2. Some students, especially high-achieVers, find the lessons.
boring due to the conkidergOle redun4dancy and slow progression.

3.1,-The PI format. seems t ize learning of4e1461";, names, and

facts rather than meant It may promotetshort-term, rote
learning rather than longterm; conceptual learning.' Students
may get the idea that if theycan fill in, the correct answers,
they "know" the material. (Information not tested in the pro-

gram may be considered unimpodant and ignored.) QI, in

general; seems best suited for-leaching.specific knowledge rather
than dfveloping higher order skills involving comprehension and

analysis.

4. PI i,s an instructional resource (much like a textbook) not a man-
agement plan for individualizing your course. If you use it; what
you've° pssentially accomplished is to allow students,to complete
certain lessons at thetr own pace (under the special PI format).

Questions regarding how to introduce those lessons and integrate`

14
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them effectively with other course procedures testing,

gradng,lectures) are left to-the instructor to resolve.

Status

Following Skinner's introduction of PI, considerable idterest was generated
. :

among educataft. But its actual impact turned out-to be substantially greater

in the military than in higher education. A tangible outcome during FI's

heyday oin the 1960's was' the availability of. many college textbooks written in

programmed form. Most instructors, however, were content td continue using

conventional books.' Today, programmed textbooks still exist, but their-inci-:

denc1,is much less. Pe is a great idea theory-wise,ibut it simply did not

catch on to nearly the,extent expected. In the military, however, it's a

different story. Students typically enter with lower aptitudes than their

coil* counterparts.- Thus, the slow, systematic format of PI seems well

suited to their needs, particularly for learning technical information.

Re5earch on PI does not.l.eave us with any firm 'impressions of its effec-

tiveness. Where compaqsons have beed made between learning from PI lessons

and lectures, some favor one, some the other, and many neither,11401b same
4

goes for student attitudesnothing conclusive. It seems likely that a good

lesson can be very helpful but much depends on the objectives to be met,
41,

student characteristics, ana so on.. The decision of whether and wfiento

'use,PI must remain a subjective one. If you like it, and.are willing to

spend sufficient time developing materiaRls and /or procedures, it will probra-.

bly serve you well.

Recommendations

In closing, some recommenditions-will be offeredbaed.on the authors'

opinions.

1. If you do not feel comfortable with P1, do not feel an obligation

to use it.
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2. Use PI primarily 'as saplement to other resovrtei, not as the
primary mode of i uction.

If you enjoy such activities develop your own PI lessons,
rather than using.existirWones. Pick an area of your course
that is presenting the most difficulty for students, and use

that arthe focus. Try it oUt, evaluate student reactions, and
then revise and try again.

4. If you have' no inclination to write your own Pi's, see if you can
find existing lessons'-' textbooks covering topics s :that you teach.

Try them out with students and note reactions.

5. Are you,'ever searching desperately for special (extra credit)
projects for stUdents3 If you like PI, students might have fun
writing programs as projects. They not only learn from the

-experience,,but you-end up with a potentially useful product.
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CHAPTER III .
/

r

/

PSI:' A Management System in Individualized Inst uction
/

In this chapter, we,will Consider an approach develope few yelrs

after programmed instruction. The developer was F. S. Keli ler, a follower of

.s . ,

. .,

.

Skinner who had tome interesting ideas for indiliiduallzing learning. Keller's

interest warwtth higher education, and so his Orientation was designed with

the, college student in mind. Pike Skinner, he was influenced by operant con-

ditioning (reinforcement) theory. But where Skinner tried to translate theory

\
\N,_into very, detailed instructional procedures (i.e., the different .components

of "learntng,frames"), Keller was concerned with a more general type of

What was Keller's rationale? Experiments in operant learning theory

plainly show that animals (and humans too!) wilTmake responses to obtain

4ewards. In fact, many of them will work very fast if they perceive rewards

to be directly contingent on thoSe responses. Applying this to teaching, we

matt concede thatlecture-type classes.offe nly limited opportunities for

indivi'duale initiative to.operate. Students w k pretty much according to

the schedule that the instructor sets. Also, 'so much might seem to depend on

"chance" factorsas far as one's'grate is concerned (whether the test was

hard,, the distribution generous, the instruction adequate, etc.), that-little

.

incentive exists-for doing anything different from one's classmates. Since

college students have reached a mature level (relative to most other type of

Students) why not put them in-charge of their own actions? Establish the

contingencies for success, make the necessary resources available,, and set

them loose to determine their own fate. Such is the thinking which influenced
.

Keller's model. If it is not clear at this point, it should become so as you

p

1"1
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,consider the diotlerent components of the method known as the Keller Plan,

'Personalized Systelkof Instrudtion, or most simply PSI,

Component's' of PSI

1. ,,Go -At- Your - Own - Pace: This is the central core of PSI. tt is what
tt says: the opportunity, to complete a-course as' fast or as slow
as you like (within realistic limits, of course).

.

2. Unit Perfection Rule: What determines how fast students progress
through a course? The answer is how fot they,completejmaster Or

K-perfect) the component instructional unftt% "Perfection" is not
to',tsaken literally, but rather will depend upon what individual
instructors decide to be a satisfactory performance. That subjec-
tive feeling should be translated into objective criterion,.
though, to systematize evaluation. Commonly, levels such-as 80% or
90'; correct On a unit test are selected as cuttffs. There is no
hard and fast rule.. How difficult is your subject? What #e your

'personal standards? What levtl- of proficiency seemsiprerequisite
1

for progression to subsequent -Unlit? These are the type of ques- .

tion,s that should influence the decision as to whether 80,/"90, or
seven 100%'(real'perfection) is the best choice.
a_s

A

3. Use 'of Procttirs: For some instructors, it might seem like some
kind of pedagogical nightmare to have 20 or 30 students-proceeding
through their course at all different rates. The first two PSI
components, necessitate that frequent testing and immediate scoring
must be,provided. Why? Because any delay in these functions
essentially-places'studen on "hold:" They can't move forward
Until they have been cr ted for the present unit. Delays destroy
the spirit of PSI and t students into the it of not doing
their work. The comp nent being presen,tly co idered "use of
proctors,''is a practical solution to the pr It "involves

"employing" former students as assistants'to help with testing
and instruction. Former students benefit by continuing their
contact with the subject matter, and by gaining some applied
teaching experience in the.process. Thecbenefit for the instruc-
tor is obvious--much needed assistano in running the course.
Even prevnt enrollees benefit by having' the chance to work with
someone in the peer group, who may be able to do a better job at
explaining things than the inttructorswho.is more knowledgeable
but farther removed from the learner's experiences). How does
one entice these former students into their apprenticeship? The
authors have found that just being asked is tremendous reinforce-
ment for some, and they are willing to help out just for the
experience. A fairer, more business-like way is to offer the
assistant "special projects" course credits that are usually
available inmost departments. That way, students get formally
recognized forassisting in the course through credit on their
transcripts..

4. Stress.on thei Written:Word: This fourth componentoconcern5 the
,mode of instruction. While it mighetle'comfortable to adopt
PSI' while-continuing witha usual lecture/discussion format, such

18
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is not possible. Lecture is Phrly Suitedt6 a "go-at-your-own-pce
system. go matter what you lecture on .(unless it!s the very first
unit), you're going to have people who have already completed that

material,..and others who aren't ready for it 'yet. Could there be .

an occasion where 'everybody can benefit from a lectdre? Of course...

there might be a 'special topic that can best be presented ,t,CI an

entire g p. But leeture-is hot the main vehicle that drives PSI.

Written ma ials, such as a combination of textbook readings, in-

structor-dev oped outlines and manuals,land commercially produced

programmed ertals might be ideal. The'obvious advantage isthat

written mat ial can be tarried around and studied at.one's conven-

ience: It can be reread over and over ff more repetition is needed
Such qualities are clearly. consistent with the PSI procedures and

objectives:

t Can other,_ resources besides written material be used? Yes!

The more the merrier, as long as they are helpful to students.
For example, resources for a particular, unit might,include a text-
book assignment, a filmstrip, an audio-tape, and/or computer
assisted instruetional tasks (diScussed in the next chapter).
Bildt, the written presentation will probably be the main choice in

the majority of instances.

Criterion Referenced Testing and Gradina: Criterion-referenc

testing usea in PSI, places the student's evauation on the -bsis
ofvnether certain prespecified stpdards (e.g., 30%).are reached.
In cdntrast, norm-referenced testig bases the evaluation on a com-

parison to others. The latter takes control away from the student
since students can "master" all competencies, but still fall short

of some of their classmates. The result might be a grade of C for

what is actually a pretty good performAce. Grading, as well as

testing, is criterion-referenced under PSI. One procedure is to

base grades solely on the number of onits kiccessfully completed
3 units=A). A second procedure makrs the determination ac-

cording to total test points earned (e.g., 640 points=A)., A third
requires students to complete all units, and bases final grades on
the'average unit scores (e.g., X of 90=A). The,choice is yours,

but note again now these procedures place the responsibility for
grades more firmly'under student control.

1

6. Retesting: The mastery learniog,approach stresses the importance
of.makini/ retesting available for students who have failed to reach
criterion.* Thus, several paranel forms of each unit test need to

be constructed. When course grades depend on number of units com-
pltaed, retesting is generally permitted without penalty. When course

grades depend on number of points or average grade, some penalty
is usually invoked to discourage retesting as simply a means of

increasing one's score. For example, where test grades are assigned,

a grade of B may be established as the maximum for tKe first retest,

and a grade of C as the maximum for any subsequent retests.

1')
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Perceived Strengths of PSI

As was done for programmed tnstruction, we will now examine the strengths

and weaknesses of PSI from the authors' points of view. The first author's

.- experience dates back to.1974 when he was confronted with-what seemed to be

an impossible teaching mission. That was to develop an undergraduate statis-

tics course for education majors.to be taken as an elective!! What student

in their rightmmind would opt for that sort of "treatment" when attractive,

easier eTectiveslike Driver's Education were available? The answer was"very,

very few."' Two semesters of advertising and conducting a lecture-type dais

produced limited student response and little_promise that results would change

sufficiently to save the course. With the ship destined-to sink anyway, there

was nothing to lose by experimenting with this new method called PSI. .Consi-

derations were that (1) even an unpopular subject like statistics might appear-

attractive with take-home, self-study lessons, and (2) much of the threat normally

associated with statistics courses might be removed; students could progress

at their own pace; receive one-to-one tutoring; retest to their heart's content;

and so on Advertisements were distributed using attempts at Madison Avenue

style allurements (e.g., "NOTI.CE: ,THE FIRST DAY Of CLASS WILL BE THE LAST DAY k.

OF CLASS: READ ON!").,

The strategy worked. Over the past six years, enrollment has increased
4 4

to the present level of almost 100'students a year. About half of the enroll-

ment stems from qiegourse having been made arequirement for certain programs,

but the other..hall of the enrollees, mostly from eduwtion,_take the course

as, an-elective. Stayingwith a conventional forma,/,,would not have produced

the same results.

An ins tructor's experience with PSI will involve a trade-off between pre-.

,7',ferred spects of itt methods- and of those formerly used. In,the'authoel,s

6()'
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case, overall.preference for PSI (fon that course) has resulted 'for the

f6llowing reason's:

1. PSI is ideally suited for students whose situations make it dif-
ficult to attend regular classes those employed fulltime
or living fSr from campus).

#

2, It'removes a great deal of the threat associated with courses like
statistics through its components of self - pacing, retesIing, tutor-
ing, etc,

The self-pacing component allows high-abiev.ers to complete the
course earlyt, an attractive option for them, while freeing the
instructor a devote more time -to low-achievers. ,

4. It Orovides'opportunities for strtictors to workwith students on
an individual basis and thus xperience closer contact with the,
material and learning proce

5. It often. provides a wel relief from the convention of lecturing.

6. The use of course proctors is an excellent vehicle for furthering
learning experiences of former students.

7.' As will Se reported in more detail a little later, research on PSI
has produced very supportive resultsregarding'its effects'on

if. learning and attitudes.

With all these advantage ; why wouldn't everyone rush to convert their

courses to PSI? Well, there' always the other side of the coinnegative

features, which. we'll consider next.

Disadvantages

1.%. Student procrastination is a problem. It appears that some students
simply lack the skills for self-management, and would 4e better off
in a situation where the instructor makes most of the decisions for
them. .

.1. Preparing written instructional material. require considerable
"%A....

initial work d is an ongoing (and ongoing...) urden.

41e
, 'MO .

, k

3. Papemoork invol d in testing/grading is much re extensive than
in a lecture class. -Th

4.1 One loses the control,and ego-fulfillmect that being "center stage"
in a lecture class can bring. 4

5. The emphasis,on mastery scores (the old" 80% criterion) may result in
students morking_just to reach that level and not putting forth their
best effort. If such does appear to happen, incentives can be
built-in for exceeding the mastery level (see grading alternatives
discusSed previously, P.15)

2441
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. PSI appears. best suited for highly objective content such as in
math, chemistry, engineering, etc. The author, for example, is
quite satisfied with using it for teaching statistics, but would
be reluctant to do the same i is educational psychology course
in which a great deal of emphasis is,on experiential learning
and class. discOsion.

Reactions to PSI will differ-from instructor to instructor. The above

experiences, nonetheless., relate what should be fairly common perce'tions.
.

PSI is not-"better" than lecture-dtscussioK, it simply supports different

types,of activities'and outcomes,: With regard to outcomes, how has PSI fared

when compared It other methods? Has it actually been compared? The answers,

in'brief, are "well and yes." lire details follow below.

Status

PSI has been 4'subject,of numerous investigations. Fortunately, two

recent revi-eidSof the literature, one by Robin in 1976 and the other by Kulik,

Kulik, and Cohen in 1979, make the task of consolidating findings consider-

ably easier. 'Here are the major results:

1. When PSI and conventional classes have been compared on course
achievement, findings have overwhelmiqgly favored PSI. Specifi-
cally, the PSI class mean achievement,Aas higher than the control
class mean in 30'out of 39 cases reviewed by Robin and 57 out of
61-reviewed by Kulik et al.

2. Both reviews report equally impressivi advantages for PSI on
student ratings of instruction.

3. The reviews reveal increases' in the number of A and B grades
awarded under PSI, an expected product of criterion-referenced
grading.

4. On two outcome variable's, however, there is disagreement. Those in
question are study time and course withdrawal. Robin's review in-

'dicated that PSI students spend more studytime and have a higher
course withdrawal rate than do students in lecture classes: Kulik
et al.'s review indicates no difference between methods on either
variable'. For whatever it's worth, the first author's experiences
with withdrawal rates are more suggestive of. the no difference" "---
conclusion. Withdrawal from his PSI course is about 10%, close to
the rate for his lecture course:,

"..
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.

J Such results look very favorable indeed. But some of our more cautious

readers might quiption who did these studies and is it really possible for
.

.

one instructional method to be crowned superior to- another? We-she such

. ,

'reservations, feeling once again that the relative benefits of PSI versus

lecture depend oh your goals for the course--and numerous other variables..
. .

But what about the research findings? C'early, they are encouraging fort. PSI.

But, we must avoid forming definite conclusions for t e following reasons:

First, it is traditional for journals to favor the pub cation of studies that

show differences between treatments over ones that do not. It is possible,

then,that lecture. and PSI outcomes are much more similar than 'different.

(That is, studies showing'similiaritjes just don't appear in journals as

often!) Second, we need to consider the researchers themselves and'the fact

that many were personalty involved, either as instructors or designers, with \

the very PSI courses evaluated in their studies. Were the lecture courses,

used for comparison; conducted.with the same enthusiasm and - involvement?

Maybe not. Third, it is possible that PSI ()Wes its success to severol iso-

lated properties like frequent testing and specifying objectives, rather than

4 to any intrinsic superiority over lecture. The literature thus presents a

%,

positive but perhaps somewhat exaggerated view of PSI's effectiveness. nut,
7 '

. .

even with the_mdst cautious interpretation of findings! PSI still'emerges as

an attractive teaching option worthy of your consideration:

Recommendations

1. Introduce PSI gradually rather than all at,once. FO- example, select
a content area in which student self-pa6ing seems especially useful.
Develop/select materials and assign that areaas a PSI lesson that
can be compjeted at one's own rate and evaluated according to mastery
criteria.

'2. If you like the results of the above restricted try-out, gradually
-[ turn.more lessons into PSI ones: 'Eventually, the entire Course, can,

be run as PSI, if desired.
410

.r.
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3. To get 'started with your first PSI lesson, do the following:

a. Break the lesson down Anto spec%i%c instructional objectives.
Example: "Student will be able to comp e the mean of data"

b. For each instructional objective, construct or obtain instruc-
tional material that 'win teach the appppriate content.

c. Construct posttestswhose content covers all objectives.
Parallel tests (maybe three or four) will be needed for each unit
to permit retesting.

1

d. Replace lectuie classes for the unit with "laboratori" sessions
that students can atte d to take tests or receive help. Remember,
PSI doesn't involve ab ndoning students. The availability of help ses-

ns is alkessential omponent. In the beginning, you will have to
hindle all qbrk on you own'. Over time, you can explore possibilities
for employing course t tors. Regardless of .the set-up in yo r school,
there should be some way of follally ini/olvidg former student in those
functions.

e. Develop a detailed outline that specifies the way the system
4

works, the recommended resources and pacing rates, and all the rules.
The author's course o tline is 6 single-spaced pages; the outline that
Keller presents as a ample in one of his articles is even longer. In
lecture classes, you ave the benefit of being able to continually
remind students of pr cdures; in PSI, Or don't. Clear, detailed
directives are essent al.

f, Try the unit out, reuse, and try again,; Successful -PSI materials
are not created overnightthey take time.

4. As a final note, we should deal briefly with the most frequently
voiced PSI problemstudent procrastination, "If it is not a pro-
blem for your studentg, no need to change a thingi(but confider
yourself fortunate). If it is a problem fat a significant number
of students`you may want to reconsider the total freedom" idea
as a desirable pacing rule. Perhaps some'restrictions are-needed
to get the procrastinators on track. Some suggestions are:

a. Impose deacines for the first few unite. This bets everybody
in the habit of working on the material from the beginning. It reminds
them that they are taking your course! It also Trevants anyone from
gettingso far behind that a good course grad is not possible.

b. Allow only so many units to be.completed during the last few
weeks of the term. Some students try to complete an entire course
just before the term ends. They may pass your tests, but it's hard
to believe they have learned the information nearly as well as some-
one who has.taken more time to assimilate each unit.

c. Offers thelbption of (or require) having a pac.ing sche ule con-
structed in advance of. each test through Consultation betwee the
student and the instructor. Some students are perceptive enough to
admit that they do better when they're. committed to a deadline, and
request such schedules on their own. Why not make them available
at the front end?

e
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d. Offer. incentives (extr credit, exemptill1106 final exam)
for- faster completion rates. .

*

5. Keller suggests that there shoulde deadline for course completion.'
Opportunity to receive credit and any grade exists as long as students
are willing to take "incomplete grade" and pay enrollment fees acrosr
semesters.' The idea is that a competency is a competency regardless
of when it's completed - -so don't feel the necessity of restricting_
course completion to one semester only. That is Keller's opinion,
and there is certainly merit to his rationale. The present authors,
however, prefer to restr" t course completion.to one semester. The

rationale is that:

a. Certain concepts are prerequisite to others and will be forgotten
if course completion time-is extended` across semesters. Tte student
will continually have to relearn 'already completed units--and thus gets,
caught in the treadmill of getting farther behind each time he attempts' .

something new.

r

b. At some universities, the bookkeeping involving incomplete grades
is awkward and'" time - consuming. Having large numbers of students conin-

- uing courses across semesters can be an administrative nig4tmare', re-

quiring written justifications, mid-year grade runners, and so on.

c. The people who get incomplete gradel tend to Lee thi_procrastina- ;

tors we talked about earlier. Allowing them the optiah,of"completing a
course whenever they desire provides optimal conditions for procrastina-
tion, and thus may only accentuate their problem. "4 ,

t 44:4"

In summary, PSI has a solid rationale and excellent marks from evaluations..

It may or,may not fit your plans, but should, nonetheless, be something, to

keep in mind as a possible method for'your course.

4
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CHAPTER IV
.

CAI: Promise.for the:Future

The last method to be considered is hard/y least in terms of its peten-

tial. It's called computer-assisted instruction or most simply, CAI. The

idea'of using the computer for'teaching is not new. The major problem has

r.
been the absence Of hardware (computer equipment) and software (instructional

programs) to make CAI accessible and functional. But the situation is rapidly

Changing. Now,for $1000 or less, families can purChase their own computers

(these Upits-are called microcomputers) for use at home. For considerably

less money (around $25.or so) they can purchase "programs" ranging from com-

puterAames to educational packages. What-this means is thatcost-wise, CAI

has now Ketone a reasonable option.in higher education. Recognizing that at

this point; few instructors have oseit CAI for teaching, this chapter will try

to-acquaint you with the basic componand possibilities.

_Components of CAI,'

The basic set-up of a CAI system.first involves having a computer (no

surprises here!).. One alternative is a large, time-sharing systemes is found

.

at universities:and many colleges--in other Words, what faculty refer to as
PAP-

the,"main computer." If your school has one, you're Off to a good start. If

bt'doein't, the expeAse involved is,sufficient to prevent them from acquiring

one just for your CAI interests: ,Another option is microcomputers. These.are

small, self-sufficient units that can be purchased for very reasonable cost.

. -

iA third-option is to use someone else's,main computer through a sharing system

.such.asEDUNET. What happens is that your institution' pays a fee which entities

them tA, access computers at "supplier" schools: Presently:'members, can use
-

computer services at suppliers such as Stanford, Univirsity of Minnesota,

,:
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Carnegie Tech. and many others,just by dialing the phone and "connecting"

thosicmputers with teminals,in their classrooms.

Given that a computer is availiBle, what else is needed?' Think of a

computer as only a brain. It can analyze information and-make it available,

but, by itself, lacks a communication system. In other wordS,. you need some

way of communictfPnil-What is in the computer (brain) to those interacting

with it (people). The mechanism typically used is a monitor\which looks like

or may actually be an ordinary TV set. If you're using a main computer, the

monitor will be "hooked-in" by phone (using-a modem unit). The same is true

under a computer sharing system like 1DUNET. For a microcomputer, the monitor

may be. wired to the computer'or actually be .part of the same unit. In any

case, if you're unfamiliar with computer usage, picture,someone sitting in

front of a TV screen reading information from it. Iftie screen sends infor-

oration the computer, how do you send information to. it, i.e., tell it

1.
what to do? Another important piece of hardware which may be separate from

or attached to the-Tonitorikethe loOboard--just picture a conventional

typewriter.

So, regardless of what type of compUte 're using, the basic set-up is

as follows:, We're sitting at a terminal typing information as input to the

computer, and receiving information as _output, on the monitor. How do we khow

what to type in, and'how does the computer kndelow to respond? ,That leads

to issueof software. .

on 1)

Software constitutes-the programs or routines that are stored in the

computer. The programs tell the computer how, and With whit information,

to respond. -The computer,vames advertised oh TV for playing chess and
c

- ;

shoaing down space invadets are
.

examples. They are sets of.intrUCtton6 that

tell the computer what to do. Users of CAI do nof have to be able to write'

p
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programs. .All they need to know is how to run them--which is analogods to.

working one's stereo system, taps recorder, and similar everyday typegh of

'equipment.

So now we have our image of people interacting with the computer via the -

keyboard, monitor, and _program -(the software). What other types of equipment

'might be found? Here's a brief summary.

1. Line printer: This device, which looks lire an overgrown typewriter,

provides a printed copy of itiforottion that would otherwise appear

on-the monitor. It can be used independently or together with the
monitortThe advantage of a printed copy is obvious - -since what
disappears from the monitor each time a new display is presented

may not be retrievable immediately: The disadvantage is that print-

ing is much slower and paper is being consumed for displays that
you may have no interest in viewing.

A

'Touch sensitivity. Some units are touch-sensitive so that just
touching the monitor sends information to the computer. This is

extremely valuable in CAI since a child can point to (touch) A
response on the monitor rather than typing words.

3.' Audio cap abilities. There are devices that permit computers to make

sounds, play music, annunciate words. Think'about the advantages

for teaching subjects like music, foreign language, and reading.

There are many.

jt. Word processing. Word processing units are expressly designed to "
facilitate writing, editing, and the production of copy. Text can

be composed, edited, proofread, and produced at the computer to

minal in a fraction of the time it takes using typewriters and

conventional methods. This is not CAI, but nonetheless an attrac ve

labor saying device for instructors involved in writing and publication.

5. Graphics. Computers can display and facilitate creation of very

.
complex graphics,in4an array of colors. Such is extremely valuable

for simulations. For example, in auto mechanics, an operational
:engine with pistons pumping and gasoline flowing can be depicted

the monitor: Students can interact with the engine, and learn,

about,it,tithout the muss and fuss and expense of making real

engines available.

Now that we've given you an idea, and a very general one at that, cif computer
. .7

input/output capabilities, let's examine thecomponents of a tAI learning

system-that differentiates it from, say, PSI..
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Firms, CAI is interactive-in the-sense that the computer can ask a

fit

question, and then follow up.with information,geared to the student's

. response. PS,.when usind'prIn'ted material, is static. Everyone gets

the same information in the same order.

Second, CAI ...rs generative in the sense that can produce lithless

numbers of exercises in certain Subjects. True, in a subject like history,

the computer can ,output only what, is put in. But- for math, jt can generate"

random numbers and insert them in a standard problem format WY = W), so

that each solution is different. The student can,ask for as many problems

as he/she wants..- The computer has infinite patience and stamina. For other

subjects, the teacher (or programmer) must enter 1n the specific questions,

but the number stored can be increased overtime. The result may be '100

different questfons,,on the Civil War. Students can "drill-and-practice" on

as many of those 100 as they like - -an efficient and neat way of adapting the

quantity of inst tion to learner needs. PSI, pf course, makes the

identical set of material available to all students.

Third, CAI is flexible in that it can offer instruction in several dif-

flrent modes, according to student preference.- Say, students are learning

,abolivelocity in physics. The computer may allow them to itch betWeen
er

.

diagrams, text, formulas, and sample-questions ill-us ng the principles.
1

In,a conventional situation, teachers can alternate these modes, but never in

a manner thatisuits everyone's learning style at the right time.

'Fourth, CAI can be prescriptive. Programs can be written that keep track

of student progress, and make recommendations--based on past and recent

performances--or how and what to study.

Fifth, CAI 'offers numerous posibilities for adaptat Noted abokfe.ard,

those concerning mode 1(type) of learning, pacing, and uant, of instruction.

r
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Other'possible forms'of adaptation include amount of control over learning

(having student choose what is presented as opposed to, having the teacher or

the, uter make the decision), testing (challengingitems for advanced

tudents; easier items for beginners), variations of incentives (Ngher in-

centives for more difficult materials to focus attention on their learning),

and selection of theme (e.g.,baSeballvs. marketing as a context fotltarning

math concepts).
s'a

As can be readily gathered from the above,,CAI.presents manyexci,ting--

pqssibilities for individualizing instruction. Excitement, yes, but what

about results? Is CAI a good Waytoiteach? Again, the answer must sdepend

on what you want to accomplish. Here's' a summary of our perceptipns o'f

CAI's strong and weak aspects.

Strengths

1. It is difficult to think of a better vehicle for drill- and - practice.

Students can sit at the terminal and receive all the practice they
'need without having to depend,on ty physical prdsence of their

teacher.

2. CAI is very effective for simulations, e.g., the gasoline engine

discussed earlier. What can't be demonstrated in claSs can

probably be simulated via CAI. Examples the authors have seen are

the workings of a nuclear reactor, conditioning a rat in a Skinner

Box, breeding (*fruit flies to illustrate benetic principles,

illustration of trajectories in physics, refraction of light by a.

prism, and many ()theft.

'11

3. CAI is an excellent management and record-keeping device for courses..

4. CAI offers an attractive alternative- mode as a change from accus-

tomed learning procedures (lecture or something else).

5. CAI fits very well into a framework like PSI, Once a PSI system

.is developed, CAI can be readily incorporated as an instructional
resource supporting selected learning objectives.

6. CAI optimally supports student differenees.in learning rate. If

appropriate CAI programs are available, it-is easy to have students
Wbrking-on different lessons according to their present needs.
For example, the especially bright student in a statistics class

can be studying an advanced unit on analysis of variance, while

other students are working on more basic units.
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7. Students e joy interacting wits the computer.

. Disadvantages

1. Presently, C s still expensive relative to conventional teaching.

One computer to inal can hold only one student at a time. Thus,

CAIif made an ral art of-a.courseinvolves 3, relatively
large initial expendi

2. Equipment. failures (" computer downtime") are irritating and, if
frequent, can create real problems with your schedule. When the
university computer is "down" (at whatever time it goes), so is
instruction in your course. With microcomputers,'each unit is
independent, so if one breaks, the,show still,goes on.. (Although

1
teachers'have been known to break cloWn, they do so -with less
frequency and more advance warning,than computers.)

,3% While computert can do wonderful thin§s.with graphical displays
and sounds, some students find them inefficient orAWkward to use
for reading text. A textbook contains a complete set of material
in a relatively small, manageable package. Each page can contain
a substantial aMount of printalgid you can hold the book at any
distance to make the page easiest to read. In contrast, the com-

puter terminal presents a relatively small display. "Paging through"

,---.--different sections and making out what is written is less convenient

than in abook. If a line printer is the only output device, th4
situation-is even worse. One must sit there and read at the pace'
that a typewriter actually prints the material. It's slow and
frutrating--and not an optimal use of CAI. In summary,- when there

is a lot of reading,.CAI-seems less suitable than programmed
manuals and conventional textbooks.

.4. CAI refer% only to:a system. The quality of what is taught through
CAI depends upon the quality of the lesson esoftware") presented to
students. Unfoiunately,'the hardware aspects of CAI have advanced
much more rapidly than the softward aspects. An instructor who wants

a lesson on', say, isotopes in chemistry may not find one available .

that meets his needs. On the bright side, interest in instructional
programming-is rapidly growing. More of the book companies and micro-
computer companies are developing programs, and making them available c

commercially. Different communication networks'are now being formed
(newsletters) through which, new programs are publicized. Nonetheless,
it still remains far more difficult-to obtain CAI miterial than is
the case for ()ther types of learning resourCes_.

What are the options for CAI material? Here is a brief runAowri:

"(a), Purchase already existing materials. Disadvantages are the e

pense and -what you need may not be available. (b) Haye programs
'written fpr you by skilled programmers at your school. A disadvanta
is that such individuals; assuming they exist, may not have the time
needed to develop quality programs. Also, if you are $experienced'in
programming and/er the programmer inexperienced in tea ingrtbere may .

4)-
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be wide communication gaps resulting in poor-quality'work. (c) Write

. yoUr own programs. This is a most enjoyable, endeavor if you are so

oriented. Many people are net as the time investment in learning
programming and in the actar4riting is great.- (d) Write your own
lessons with the help of an "authoringu,program. Mdst microcomputer
computer companies make authoring programs available for relatively
limited expense ($100 -150). These are programs that walk you through
the'writing of a lesson--without your needing to know anything about.,
programming. The main disadvantage, however, is that such programs
are pretty much restricted to "drill-and-practtce" routines; they do
not provide much actual teaching. But, they do provide a start.

In light of the above-and in summary; the absence of available
software that dOes what you want it to do is a present weakness of , .

CAI._ The situation, though, is clearly getting better and better.

5. Different CAI systems (such as microcomputers) made by different
companies are not compatible. Thus, you can have a whole set of
programs, made for one system, that become unusable with a change
in computers'.

Status.

CAI is currently the subject of much investigation. Results from new

ev-aluations are continually being reported. But, as is the case for so many

other instructional innovations, getting a perspective on the findings is a

prObleni. One study, for example, may report significant achievement gains

,from CAI, but poor student attitudes: 'Just when you've restructured your

thinking to accommodate that finding, you read the opposite conclusions from

another study.(poor achievement, but positive attitudes!). So much depends on

who did the study, with which students, for what subject, in what context, and

so on and on. Pe.rhaps the most portant thing is that the evidence to date

f is generally supportive of CAI a a teaching option (sIge Kulik, Kulik-, and

Cohen 's review in the Review of Educational Research, 116% Vol. SO). This

is not to say that it's better than lecture; such a statement i4 too simplistic

and an over-generalization of the findings.. But, when carefully planned and

. implemented in courses, it.has produced good achievement results and positive .

reactions by'studentS.and teachers alike. With better software, and more

,

experience by educators, the outlook for further improvements must be viewed --

with optimism.
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Suggestions

A common mistake by instructors is
a

position. Once you decide to adopt i

material for your course. Not true!

by, CAI (e.g., courses at the UniVersi

29
g

regard CAI as an all or none pro-
*

t, it becomes the only way to present

While_ sortie courses are run exclusively

ty of Illinois using the PLATO system),

it makes far more sense to regard CAI as a resource rather'than an v11-

encompassing, "take-over" instructional mode. No one, for example, would

expect you to teach your whole course by film just because you showed a film '

I.

for teaching one unit. In our opinion, CAI should be thought about in the

same way. Is there a place in your course where CAI (given its strengths

-and weaknesses) might be agyantageous? If so, the next question to ask is how

CAI might be used, e.g., by itself or as a supplement to existing resources

for that lesson. If yoU're already using a PSI -tijpe structure, CAI can be

readily incorporated as either Main or supplementary instruction. Ifyou're
,/

using a conventional orientation, CAI .can become valuable as a means of

41P teaching /reviewing selected materials outside of class. If appropriate

hardWare and software-are available (a big if, we agree,',for some readers),

adoption of CAI should be a very logical and straightforward procedure. Here

are some suggestions for getting started:

1. Investigate "the CAI facilities available at your institution.

2. Examine (ask for a demonstration of) any available programs tn
your teaching area. If no Satisfactory ones exist-,-the question-
becomes, can new ones be purchased or written?" If your
institution answers no to these questions, then it is likely that
your career as a CAI user will,not blossom at this time (hopefully,
this will be temporary). You can, of cqprse, investigate put.-
`chasing programs yourseTf;you may find the benefit worth the
personal expense.

or.

3. If satisfactory programs are available, then introduce them in your
course. Some work will be required,involving arrangements for:

33
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a. sufficient computer time and classroom space to be available.

b. familiarizing students with operating the computer,

c. building in the necessary flexibility -for equipment failureand

d. integrating the CAI lessons and oUtcomes'with 3tour regular
class procedures.

4. If microcomputers are available at your institution, it would be worth
your while to spend a feW days (maybe as a professional development
activity) learning about their operation. Most brands come with self-

. instructional, manuals that walk you through the procedures in a clear
and straightforward manner. The result will be a familiarity with
their capabilities, and (for some) a shedding of any anxieties-ek-
perienced in viewing computers as complicated and mysterious.entities.
Perhaps, as what occurred for the authors,-theresult will even be a
fascination-with them and the discovery tha programming languages
capable of producing real teaching lessons re actually qUite simple
to master. When you reach that stage, th fun can really being..
But at the very least,, becoming familiar th what the computer can
do is'all you need to become a CAI user. Now. is the best time to
initiate that experience. Those who don'.t are gging to find them-
selves more and more isolated from the growing number of people
involved. The next generation of students wifl be ones who grew up
exptIseb. to con ter games-anti-CAI in their homes. Teachers unfamiliar
with AI and unwilling to take advantage of4t in their courses are
going to find it more difficult to catch up to and gain credibility
with their students.

4 -
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Closing Thoughts

We hope that this manual has provided a heIpful,introduction*to

adaptive instruction in higher education. If readers -previously unfamiliar

with different adaptitive methods are now at least thinking about what they '

)

Offer,
.

and maybe pf ultimately using them, we have definitely accomplished

our purpose. For those not'r ady to go the full PSI route'or make th6

,

commitment to, CAI, perhaps the benefit will be recognition that isolated
4

adaptivelponents, such contracts, criterion-referenced testing, or a

progitlaMMed lesson' or two, can be'readily incorpgrated within a conventional

format and add a potentially helpful new dimension to your teaching methods.

-Illose already using adaptive models are encouraged to compare their perceptions

of strengths and weaknesses (of PSI for example) against ours. No two

coursesand thus no two sets of experiences--will be alike, even if the,

overall orientations used are the same. But, everyone benefith when we

consider the possible options -(alternative methods) and try to identify those

that Work best'for us and our students. That, as we have tried to convey in

this manual, is what the concept of instructional aaeptation is all about.
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